


James Luna (Pay6mkawichum, lpi, Mexican
American, 1950-2018) was an international(y 
respected peiformance and multimedia artist and a 
resident efthe La Jolla Indian Reservation inPauma 
Valley in Southern California. He received his BFA 

from University if California Irvine and a Masters 
in CounselingfromSanDiegoState University, and 
he worked as an academic counselor at Palomar 
College in San Marcos, California. Among the many 
venues that presented his work are the 1993 Whitney 
Biennial, Whitney Museum efAmerican Art, New 
York; Santa Monica Museum efArt; San Francisco 
Museum efModern Art; Hood Museum at Dartmouth 
College, New Hampshire; Getty Museum, Los Angeles; 
SITE Santa Fe, New Mexico; and the National 
Gallery if Canada, Ottawa. Luna was awarded a 
Guggenheim Fellowship in 2017. He died in 2018, 
while attending a Joan Mitchell Foundation Residency 
in New Orleans. 

Artist Joanna Bigfeather shared a post on Facebook 
in February 2019, entitled "Luna has left the build
ing." My heart ached, looking at a constellation of 
images of his studio, on the cusp of every photo 
graph the realization that he would not be returning. 
According to Bigfeather, Luna loved to hear "James 
Luna has left the building" over an announcement 
system at the end of a residency. 1 Now many ofus 
are busy keeping him alive in our memories, remem 
bering the presence and voice of an artist that spoke 
against the daily tide of appropriation that extends 
from First Contact to feral late capitalism. 

I went to Luna's website, where on the landing 
page you could once find an introductory video of him 
sing-speaking a song full of wry observations accom
panied by drums and bass. The beat was somewhere 

1 - Joaa.m.Bi.glrn t.her, "l.uabiulefttbebuildiAg,~ 
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between rock and blues, and Luna's spoken word epitomized his deadpan 
style. By turns, he questioned and confronted the listener with a string of 
questions and truths delivered between chords: "How come the Western 
world's always gotta be right?" Now the site features his name in giant letters 
and announces its availability at a four-figure price. 

Laughter was key to understanding James Luna. It takes a long time 
to get to a place where one can respond in this way, given the legacies of 
genocide and the larger context of settler colonialism. But humor, whether 
deadpan irony or overt parody, is a tool of survival that Luna worked with, 
and it provided relief from the machine that threatens to crush us all. That 
pleasure of recognition, particularly for Native people, was something Luna 
delivered in his performances, whether he was carefully unveiling a block of 
Spam or, after tak ing sips from a cold beer, checking his glucose level and 
giving himself insulin shots. All his performative gestures were grounded 
in a shared reality that put Indigenous experiences at its center, from the 
humble to the sophisticated. As the artist put it, "My appeal for humor in my 
work comes from Indian culture where humor can be a form of knowledge, 
critical thought, and perhaps just used to ease the pain. I think we Indians 
live in worlds filled with it and I want to relate that in my works."' 

JamesLuna, The Artifact Piece, 1Q97. I n,t:allatlon "lew, San Diego Museum of Man. 
Courteeyof Ellen Fernandez-Sacco. 

Membership and Boundaries 
In the early 2000s, Luna wanted to spark a discussion of his work beyond 
his well-known project, Tlte Artifact Piece (1987- 90). He partly managed 
that while participat ing on a panel that I organized at the 2003 College Art 
Association (CAA) conference in New York City. Standingonstage, he tore up 
his membership card, in response to the constant ID checking he and a group 

2- Stev-enOurl.u-=I,«C.UMC'ia'93 1Aalnterviewwit.h 
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Jame,Luna, Jarresss Marcello, 2001. Mixed media, 12 x 16 ft. Courtesyof Ellen Fernandez-Sacco. 

of other Native artists experienced as they tried to attend different events at 
the conference.' At this time, Luna was experimenting with a series of col
laged photographs and a new performance, Petrog!Jlp!t.sin Motion (2000), 
which he performed at SITE Santa Fe, in New Mexico. 

In 2001, I wrote an article, titled "Check Your Baggage: Resisting 
'Whiteness' in Art History," and Luna submitted several images of recent 
work to accompany its publication in CAA'sArtJournat.•In this series of col
lages, which Luna made by hand, the artist inserts himself into scenes of 
pop culture, often with hilarious results. In one collage (James and jack), he 
hangs with Jack Kerouac, sharing a smoke. In another collage, he invokes 
the energy of fire from a burning guitar as Jimi Hendrb: (James as jimmy). 
(Did Luna know he was embodying an Afro-Native brother? Hendrix's great 

grandmothers were Afro-Cherokee). In another, 
3 - 11:ie2003 CAA P---1-H al led"Perforn:i a riee he appropriates the most iconic frame of Federico la t.beWalae o( 200h ln,titutiona1 Critiq uie, Retpoiue & 
Stnt.egie, ." Pvticipu.u were &.Ilea Fernudcs·S acco, Fellini's film 8 ¼ (1963): placing his own likeness on 
Chalr; Jame• Lua,. "'Son of • Elu, b!"'; M.arioOlltivuo J, actor Marcello Mastroanni's shoulders like a giant
"'Depend,eatoo Sodal Rellllion si An Authetio of Ac.tivi• t 
ArtPRdke" ; Liad-. PoUu.k, "My Daily CorutitutiomA Olmec head (James as Marcello).' Unfortunately, CAA 
Pro;ect• ; andjoba t.emo-,"'Perpet..-1 WU1 St . .-.tegie , declined to reproduce these works because they were
ofArtArtivhim ."Colle.pArtAuodation91n.Annua1 
lleeti stg. New York City, Februuy21, 2003 . not in accordance with Art Journal's copyright rules 

at the time, so these pre-Photoshop juxtapositi ons 
,_ BllenFernandes-S..:eo, "'CheditYou..rBa.gpge 1 
Re•ietin&"Wbitena , 'in Art Hinory ,,. Ar,/011.m•I 60 14 were not published. But versions of them were later 
(Wiater 2000, S9-61 . 
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exhibited as part of his multimedia installations such as All Indian All The 
Time (2005), in which he referenced the absence of Native representations in 
contemporary art forms such as rock n' roll. 

Luna always insisted that being Native also incorporates popular cul
ture, and he worked against that "denial of coevalness" that catapulted 
Indian consumers out of the audiences for art, music, and film.' He accom
plished his critique by including everything from his physical body to objects 
and clothing that referenced aspects of popular culture, including music and 
film. He ex-plained, "The serious point that I am making in this multimedia 
art work is for the audience to consider the absence oflndian presence in the 
world of rock and roll and other art forms. There is no denying that there 
have been and are performers that are Indian or oflndian ancestry but they 
are far and few between that are identifiable in appearance, are culturally 
Indian and are not making western movies."' By pointing to how Indigenous 
performers have been channe led into discrete categories in the past, he also 
sought to open up perceptions of the audiences that consume popular cul
ture, in order to make Native peoples visible on both sides of the screen and 
stage. Passing was never an option for Luna. His literal insertions of his body 
into the frames of famous films and images of iconic artists and musicians 
points to a fuller, more equitable world of representation despite the wild 
inequalities that Native communities deal with on a daily basis. Included in 
his multimedia photograph y installation, AlllndianAII the Time, is the cover 
of a fictitious album of a decade ago, James Luna with tile High Cheekbones. 
Featured are "the hit singles" "Everything Is Sick and Wrong" and "Why 
Couldn't I be Rich Instead of So Damn Good Looking." Luna invites us to 
laugh as he casts shade on the terms of a dominant culture's expectations 
for a Native recording star, just as he provides a space for acknowledging the 
complexity oflndigenous identity and survival. 

Insights , Community , and Restorative Practice 
Finding a larger framework and context for examining Luna's work as 
Indigenous practice requires drawing on memory, community, restor 
ative practice, and the daily navigation of the debris, 
insights, and opportun ities left in the wake of settler 6- "Denia1ofeoevalne•" re fen to tbe,peti al 
colonialism. This context is an experience shared by ._ndtem pora1 d..i, tano: ing ofl..MUg,el'.lou.people. ia put 

u tbropologie.al practke . See johm.ne, P• bian, Ti-t1NImany Indigenous communities. The visceral speci
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mance, was ultimately a restorative project. It aimed 7 - JAll)e. Luna,A///,u/;,•Alld, n.,, utitt'• 
to replace the empty forms of Indians that circulate rui.tement, Oc.tobe.-2005 . 

in popular culture with narratives of what really 
S - Mu y01 U M'U.11) d.i, p!.y,, ia theUnited State, duriag
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North America, despite colonization, and their contemporary existence 
produces contemporary culture that, in turn, reinforces the visibility and 
complexity of Native community and identity. Despite all the pressures 
to destabilize the existence of people of color in the United States, story 
telling serves to ground narratives in history and set a boundary for the 
respect of traditions. This runs counter to the stereotypes pervasive in 
American culture and to their manifestati ons in a material culture that 
replicates negative narratives and consumes those concepts through the 
things we watch and buy. 

Unlike the dominant culture, which fixes colonized cultures in the past 
while constantly appropriating and recycling tropes, Luna embraced the pas
sage of time. He drew heavily on his past experiences and those of his com
munity in his performances and installations. In Tfte Artifact Piece, Luna 
brought his own Indigenous body into dialogue with cultural artifacts in a 
museum narrative that falsely fixed these objects' cultural uses in the past. 
His action tells a story about erasure that extends beyond the exhibition to the 
reservation, offering a counter-narrative about Indians that is borne out in 
another tradition - that of museums' collecting practices. Thus, 11,e Artifact 
Pieceis an indictment of the larger institution in which he displayed himself. 
By exhibiting himself as a living object, he challenged static understandings 
born from multiple histories of isolationism, dispossession, and dysfunction. 

James Luna rehearalngEmendalto forthe2006 Venice Blennale, January 28,2005, Raamueon 
Theater, Nau onal M u,e um of the Amari can I ndlan, Washington, DC.Courtesy of Natl ona I Mu aeum 

of theAmerlcan Ind Ian, Smlthaonl an Institution (01280 6KFmall298). Photo: Katherl ne Fogden. 

The lives of two California Indians who survived the brutality of set
tler colonialism bridge his later works: Emendatio (2005), based on the 
life of the nineteenth -century missionary Pablo Tac, and lsfli: 111e Archive 
Peiformance (2015- 17), which explores the life of a Yahi man who lived at 
the Museum of Anthropology at University of California Berkeley, under the 
care of anthropologist Theodore Kroeber. 
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James Luna, Sometimes I GetSoLonely,circa 2011. Serl et of nine photographs. Olgltal 
InkJet prints, 11 ½ x7½ In.each. CourtesyoftheJamet Luna Estate. Left:lmaget3 17047, 

American Museum of Natural History Ubrsry. Right: Photo byMark Velaequaz. 101 
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Luna paid tribute to Pablo Tac (Luisello, 1822- 1841) inEmendatio,which 
premiered at the 2005 Venice Biennale. Luna was the first Native American 
artist to present work at the Biennale. Just as Tac went to Europe to serve 
God at the heart of the Catholic missionary empire, Luna went to an insti 
tution at the heart of the art empire to pay homage to Tac through a series 
of three installations. The title resonates through the multiple meanings 
of the Latin term emendatio:correction, amendment, improvement, and 
amends. These words create a circle of intention and mindful action. Despite 
Tac's brieflife (he was twenty -one when he died in Rome of smallpox), he left 
an account and drawings of his people. In The Chapel.for Pablo 1l2c,Luna 
completed a set of images that honor and questi on Tac's role as predeces 
sor an d ancestor. Creating a creche of objects dedicated to Tac, Luna com
bines his own contemporary Luisello heritage with objects that Tac might 
have encountered as an early nineteenth -century novitiate. Videos pairing 
images oftiving Luisello people with archival photos of their ancestors and a 
painted portrait of the Luna as Tac completed the sense that Tac's historical 
legacy was vibrantly engaged with the present.• 

Ishi: 11ie Arc/live Peiformance was Luna's last performance cycle. 
He first presented the work at M:ST Performative Art Festival, Calgary, 
Canada, in October 20 16 with guest performer Sheila Tishta Skinner, and it 
too honors an ancestor for his resilience. The work is based on the life oflshi 
(circa 1861- 1916), a Yahi man who has been the subject of a number of books 
an d films. Ishi was a survivor of the California Genocide of the mid-nine 
teenth to early twentieth centuries, and he is another ancestor who traveled 
between worlds. Luna's performance gave voice to this silent-film-era ances 
tor, and he presented the piece at the site of the university where Ishi lived 
the remainder of his life. "You go, I stay" were Ishi's words of farewell. 

During the performance, a projected black-and -white slide offers the 
pictures of two men side by side: the first recorded image oflshi and, next to 
him, a photograph of James Luna. Ishi first came into this "modern" world at 
about fifty years of age. He was in mourning, his hair burned off, the bones 
of his chest visible from between the lapels of an old coat, frightened as to 
what would come next, now that he was called the last Yahi. Thus he came to 
navigate the world that annihilated his family, his band, and those of other 
Californian Indian peoples literally hunted down for some six decades. This 
history was just beyond the frame of how Ishi's picture arrived into this world 
of mass -produced images in 1911. While there are recordings oflshi captured 
on fragile wax cylinders, his voice was technologically split from his body. 
In the performance, Ishi speaks through James Luna. Here, the practice of 
performance is restorative, and Ishi's humanity is made visible and audible. 

Jux-taposed next to Ishi's image, Luna embodies Ishi's stance and expres 
sion, and overlapping histories are folded deeply into each man. In con
trast to Ishi's worn and misbuttoned coat, Luna wears an oversized T-shirt 
emblazoned with "Fuck You" in bold caps over a loincloth. Now the frame 
is changed, a result of the artist having control over the camera tens. Luna 
again makes the point that Native people are not out of time but are them 
selves creators and carriers of popular culture. This thread runs through his 

9- LitbetbMau ,P,,,b/o'nu , J,,,Jip-&1,,,/•r. 
Wl'flNflo,, LIii,~- IA11g•,qt -J C•lui•I Jiu#,,;),,~ IB«J 
(Berkeley andLo,A.ngd u 1 Univenityorc a:U(ora.ia Prs,, 
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installations and performances, to eventually blend into the larger political 
realities for people of color beyond the boundaries of nation or state. 

Near the end of the performance, a series of images describe the final arc 
oflshi's life. Luna touches on this shared experience of defining and refining 
who we are, as our bodies age, falter, pass through illness, and then depart 
this world. Among the slides is an image of Luna in a wheelchair alongside a 
bed and clustered items that create a liminal hospital space full of transfor 
mations, departures, and hopefully, healing. 

Luna, like some other Indigenous artists, makes the colonial framework 
visible through multiple forms of storytelling. This has its cost, as Luna 
wasn't immune to feelings of anger and humiliation that came up in some 
performances, as in Take a Picture With a Reallndian (1991- 93). 

James Luna performlngTeke e Ptcturewtth a Real Ind/en, Chtlttopher Columbus statue t tUnlon Station, 
Washington, DC, Columbut Day, Cktober11, 2010. Courtesy ofN stlonel Museum of the Amerlcan Ind Ian, 

Smltheonlan lnstltutlon(20101011_01a_kJt_p,_065). Photo: Kttherlne Fogden. 

Luna presented Take a Picture in public spaces, such as the Columbus 
Monument, New York; Union Station, Washington, DC; and the Ferry 
Building in San Francisco - all sites of mass gathering and political move
ment. Standing outdoors, Luna's call to "Take a picture with a real Indian" 
follows a steady pace, punctuated with poignant observations on the United 
States' "love" of the Indian and the crass commercialization of peoples and 
sacred sites appended to car models and logos. As video of the performance 
documents, people rushed in to take a photograph when Luna wore rega
lia from different Native traditions, but when he was wearing glasses, chi
nos, and a polo shirt, few stepped up to take their picture alongside him. 
The body language in some of the images, which show families leaning away 
from him, resembles the effect of resistance between two magnets of the 
same polarity. Luna stands silently, looking beyond the space of the room. 
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Jame, Luna, Endof the FrsN,1993. Color photocopy with black-and-white pho10graph, 12 x 9 In. 
@Jame, Luna. CourtetyoftheJamee Luna Eatate. 

As the performance continues, the artist's complex struggle over the mean
ing of being Indigenous in these interactions with the public is rendered visi
ble. Still, in one image, an Indian man steps up for the photograph, and they 
grasp hands in recognition. 

Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz writes that a lack of awareness about "the 
colonial framework" is a fundamental problem in understanding the his
torical presence, survival, and continuity of Native peoples in the United 
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States. She explains that a "rethinking of the consensual 
national narrative" requires restoring the visibility of the 
colonial process, in all its contradictions and deadly acts 
of violence.10 Dunbar-Ortiz's words help to contextualize 
how Luna's practice of performance served to disturb static 
perceptions of Native identities, whether they existed in 
reality - like Tac and Ishi- or were his created personas. 

Skewering the Trope of the Noble Savage 
Luna also outlines the colonial framework through his sus
tained critique of the work of sculptor James Earle Fraser, 
whose End of the Trail (1915) depicted a stoic, dying "noble 
savage." First modeled in the 1890s, the sculpture was 
enlarged to monun1ental proportions for San Francisco's 
Panama Pacific Exposition in 1915. In the 18-foot-high 
bronze, an exhausted Plains Indian sits on his weary horse, 
with a long lance pointed downward over visitors to the fair. 
For this billboard for extinction, Fraser was awarded the 
Exposition's Gold Medal for sculpture. 

Fraser's image emerged when the US Indigenous pop
ulations had hit a numerical low of 250,000. Luna's End of 
the Frail (1993) is a tableau vivant that tears at the image 
of the dying Noble Savage. In the collage, a black-and-white 
photograph of Luna slumped on a wooden sawhorse with an 
empty liquor bottle dangling from his hand, is layered on top 
of a color photocopy of a postcard that featured a painting 
based on James Earle Fraser's sculpture, End of the Trail, 
an image from the "Noble Savage" genre. Luna's drooped 
and vulnerable form speaks to the weight of expectations 
while acknowledging a deeper history of circulating iconic 
imagery that is still disseminated in a multiplicity of forms 
today- as belt buckles, advertisement, prints, and even signs 
for new retirement communities. By transp osing words and 
exchanging his body for that of Fraser's monumental work, 
Luna shifts awareness to the crushing ideological weight of 
popular expectations and alcohol's self-annihilating effects. 
Nostalgia, denial, and amnesia make a toxic brew to live on. 

In his early performance In My Dreams: A S11rreal, Post
Indian, SubterraneanBluesExperience(1996),Lunabroughtthesenarratives 
back to his audiences, wearing a child's feather headdress and carryingplastic 
bows and arrows. The wounded warrior, the Marlon Brando fan, the shade
thrower at James Earle Fraser, here pedals a stationary exercise bike, 
wearing the toy headdress and buckskin before a screen. Behind him plays 
a loop from the film The Wild One (1953), in which Marlon Brando and his 
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club rule the road. Luna pedals the exercise bike 
more furiously as they near, and then does pony tricks as the gang seems 
to catch up. He sips beer, uses crutches decorated with feathers as wings, 

10- Roxe.a.aeDu.nbt.r-Ortia., M l•J'fr,,0•1h<>plu' 
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and wears sunglasses to deflect his own specificity. In 11()1Dreamsoscillates 
between themes of identity, colonialism, and alcoholism, all riding on a 
cutting edge of humor. 

The apparent ease of the performances belies the amount of time Luna 
spent rehearsing and sharing the stage with other artists. Luna's perfor
mances and installations create a space of reflection in which one can begin 
healing from the aftereffects of exclusion. Works that hold space this way 
have potential to transform social relations by shifting constrained concepts 
oflndian as icon, of Indian as mascot, ofln dian as people who have not sur
vived. We know this is a lie. We are still here. 

Luna's merging with iconic scenes and cultural figures, in forms that 
ranged from collage to the documentation of ritual, culminates inJackson 
Luna (2016). Instead of a splattered canvas it la Jackson Pollock, Luna 
crouches over a spotted cowhide, brush and container in hand, spattering 
energy onto the skin. Transformation via laughter, as the joke rolls over the 
question ofrepresentation, appropriation, and control to rest at the viewer's 
feet. As Dunbar-Ortiz notes, survival is dynamic, and "Indigenous survival 
as peoples is due to centuries of resistance and storytelling passed through 
generati ons. Surviving genocide, by whatever means, is resistance: non-In
dians must know this in order to more accura tely understa nd the history of 
the United States." 11 Luna's work is recognized as part of this larger context 
of storytelling, resistance and continuity in the face of this nation's history. 

The year 2016 was a good one for Luna, with another work, a red beaded 
baseball cap with a shell and feather dangle attached to the crown. The 
embroidered letters read "Make Amerika Red Again." 

James Luna has left the building. You Go, I Stay. 
Miss you, d'itao 

Ellen Fernandez-Sacco (Boriken Taine) is interested in the interconnections 
between genealogy, visual and material culture, and social history, as 
seen through a large framework of colonial relationships. A recovering 
academic, she lives in Tampa, F1orida. 
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James Luna, In MyDreams: ASunesl. Post-lndlan, Subte«aneen Blues Experience, 1996. Performancestlll, 
LB Jolla lndlan Trlbal Hall, LB Jolla lndlan Reaervatlon,Callfornla. Courtesy of Ellen Fernan:lez-Saoco. 
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